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The ‘Nos’ have it
It probably shouldn’t come as a surprise but the Greeks have voted ‘no’ to austerity measures.
Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras says this means he’ll be able to bargain better with the country’s
creditors – but we will see. In the long run, it might be better for the country.
As one of the first country’s trading after the Greek vote, Australia didn’t do that badly today, but it will
be the European market reaction tomorrow to keep an eye on.
In the Switzer Super Report today, Tony Featherstone shares four ways to gain access to the next big
megatrend of the growing Asian middle class and James Dunn has five funky ETFs.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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4 ways for long-term investors to play the mother
of all megatrends
by Tony Featherstone
Key points
The global middle-class will have 4.9 billion
people by 2030, from 1.8 billion in 2009,
predicts the OECD. Two-thirds of the new
middle-class is expected to be Asian.
Investors can gain access to this megatrend
via ETFs over the Hong Kong stock index, or
consumer ETFs like the iShares Global
Consumer Staples ETF.
When it comes to direct stocks, investors
should consider producers of luxury brand
goods and vehicles like German carmakers
BMW Group and Volkswagen AG.
The coming boom in Asian middle-class consumption
could be the most promising megatrend of them all –
and a critical consideration for long-term investors.
The promise comes from billions of consumers who
are expected to join the middle-class and buy
foodstuffs, products and services that Australians
take for granted.
The global middle-class will have 4.9 billion people by
2030, from 1.8 billion in 2009, predicts the OECD.
Two-thirds of the new middle-class is expected to be
Asian. That roughly equates to another 2 billion Asian
middle-class consumers on Australia’s doorstep
within 15 years.
The figures are breathtaking: about 133 million
people in Asia on average joining the middle-class
each year over the next 15 years – or almost six
times the Australian population each year.
Then add the critical accompanying trend –
“hyperconnectivity”. As internet penetration rapidly
increases in Asia and smartphone ownership booms,
billions of middle-class Asian consumers, many of
whom are well-educated, will be able to connect to
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Western companies and markets online.
Smartphone subscriptions are expected to rise to 6.1
billion by 2020, from 2.6 billion, forecasts Ericsson.
Self managed superannuation funds (SMSF) should
find ways to lift exposure to a trend that will roll on for
decades and position portfolios for the mother of all
investment megatrends. Here are four ways to play
the Asian middle-class boom.
1. Hong Kong
Commentators usually focus on growth markets
within Asia, such as dairy consumption. Another
strategy is focusing on markets outside Asia that will
benefit from huge capital inflows and the region’s
middle and upper classes putting more funds to work.
This trend is alive and well in the Sydney and
Melbourne property markets, amid reports of sharply
higher demand from Asian investors for our property.
What happens when trillions of dollars of that capital
starts to flow to offshore equity markets?
Hong Kong looks a natural beneficiary: a go-to
market for wealthy Chinese investors and others in
the region. The Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect,
an investment channel that launched late last year,
should help drive demand for Hong Kong equities in
the next few years.
After soaring since 2012, Hong Kong’s Hang Seng
Index is down almost 10% from its peak, amid
broader weakness in China’s Shanghai Composite
Index.
Chartists will look for the Hang Seng index to test
price support just below 25,000 points, from 26,084
now – and provide a better entry point for buyers. An
ETF over the Hang Seng Index is the easiest way to
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gain exposure to Hong Kong equities.
2. Consumer staple stocks
The Asian middle-class boom will, in time, boost
demand for healthcare and other services. The best
way now to play the trend is through food
consumption, as rising daily disposable income is felt
fastest through diet upgrades.
To be sure, healthcare in Asia has cracking long-term
prospects, but huge infrastructure across the region
needs to be built to facilitate rapid growth. The same
goes for wealth management and many other
services in Asia that will benefit later in the
middle-class boom as the region develops a stronger
regulatory platform and other needed infrastructure.
The iShares Global Consumer Staples Exchange
Traded Fund (ASX Code IXI) is a smart way to play
the food trend. The ETF seeks to replicate the price
and yield performance of an index comprising global
equities in the consumer staples sector.
Its biggest exposures are to multinationals such as
Nestle, Proctor & Gamble, The Coca-Cola Company
and Pepsico Inc. About 57% of the index is in food,
beverage and tobacco stocks; 21% is in food and
staples retailing; and 20% in household and personal
items. Many companies in the index are household
names with a growing Asian presence.
The iShares Global Consumer Staples ETF returned
25% over the year to June 2015 and has a five-year
average annualised return of almost 16%. A lower
Australian dollar boosted returns (the ETF is
unhedged for currency movements), and gains
should be slower from here. But this ETF has good
long-term prospects as Asian demand for consumer
staples rises.

McDonald’s, Walmart, Yum! Brands and several
other prominent western multinationals have
struggled over the years to achieve consistently
strong growth in Asia – and overestimated their ability
to understand Asian preferences, market structures
and competition.
Nevertheless, owning a diversified portfolio of
western multinational companies is a lower-risk
strategy to play the Asian middle-class boom.
Investors will not get the same upside, principally
because US and European multinationals still mostly
earn the bulk of their revenue in developed rather
than emerging markets. Also, they can come with
significant currency complications.
I prefer the iShares Global 100 ETF (ASX Code IOO)
for exposure to US and European multinationals. The
ASX-listed ETF seeks to replicate an index that
counts Apple Inc as its largest exposure (7.5%),
followed by Microsoft Corp, Exxon Mobil Corp,
Johnson & Johnson and General Electric.
It has returned 30% over one year to June 2015 and
13% annualised over five years. Although there are
better ways to gain more precise exposure to the
Asian middle-class, lifting portfolio exposure to the
world’s best companies, which have the brands and
balance sheets to make even bigger inroads in the
region – or buy those that do – has merit.
4. Direct stocks
Investors who want exposure to global companies
well-placed in Asia should consider German car
makers BMW Group and Volkswagen AG, or
providers of branded fashion goods to wealthier Asian
consumers, such as the Prada Group.

3. Western multinationals with a growing
presence in Asia

US and European cruise-line stocks, such as Royal
Caribbean International, that are superbly placed to
benefit from stronger Asian demand for travel, also
appeal.

Some argue the best risk/reward trade-off in Asia is
found through US and, to a lesser extent, European
multinationals that have a growing presence in the
region.

Perhaps the most intriguing option is buying the Asian
equivalents of US and European multinationals – the
next Cola Colas, Wal-Marts or McDonalds that
emerge from Asia.

I am not entirely convinced: the likes of Tesco,

Well-performing listed investment company PM
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Capital Asian Opportunities Fund has holdings in
51job Inc, a Chinese internet company; Tingyi
Holding Corp, a large maker of instant noodles and
soft drinks in China; and Malaysian beer makers
Guinness Anchor and Carlsberg Brewery Malaysia.
Buying rapidly emerging Asian companies that are,
arguably, better placed to capitalise on their boom
than their western counterparts has plenty of merit,
but is a difficult strategy to implement and monitor for
Australian investors.
A better option is buying an actively managed fund,
such as the PM Capital Asian Opportunities Fund or
other well-regarded Australian fund managers that
focus on Asia, and letting them do the hard work to
earn their fees.
• Tony Featherstone is a former managing editor of
BRW and Shares magazines.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Greece aside, what are the safest, riskiest and best
plays for stocks for 2015
by Peter Switzer
I’ve just left Paris bound for home and the latest
news from CNN, BBC and Reuters all say the
No-vote is ahead in the Greek debt referendum. After
spending three weeks in Athens and on the island of
Lemnos, the result does not surprise me.
The final act
The Greeks are some of my favourite people and I go
to their islands regularly, but they are living in the
past, which is great for holidaymakers but not for
creating a competitive economy that one day might
be able to beat its debt obligations.
Undoubtedly stocks will sell off and this won’t be a
great week until key market drivers/players work out
how this Greek decision plays out.
Unfortunately, the Greeks have been lied to by their
Prime Minister, Alexis Tsipras, who said he would
have a new debt deal within 48 hours. But the
European lenders have to make Greece pay for not
playing ball with their debt obligations or else
Portugal, Spain and Italy might try the same “we
can’t pay up” stunt, if it proves painless.
Right now the Greek Government is trashing its best
export — tourism with ATM queues, etc. – which
brings in about 30 billion euros a year in export
income. I know the EU have imposed tough, maybe
too tough, austerity rules on Greece but the Greeks
have not done enough changing, with tax evasion still
crippling the budget bottom line and the fiscal integrity
of the country.
I wish the Greeks well and going onto the drachma,
which will lead to them copping an economic kick in
the pants, is probably the best outcome from this
referendum. However, there has to be pain and I
expect it, and we will share it.
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So what will the costs be? Well, stocks will fall this
week and the Yanks will delay their first rate hike if
this Greek drama ends up spooking stock markets for
longer than what I expect.
This will delay the fall in our dollar and slow up our
stock market rebound but it won’t permanently stop
it.
How to play
So how will I play this Greek annoyance? First, my
safest play is to buy the banks as a group of four.
They are paying nice dividends and when you look at
their all-time highs there’s a lot of easy money to be
made over the next year. If Westpac can take out its
previous high over the next two years there is about a
25% gain when you add in dividends. I think the new
CEO and an improving Aussie economy, with a dollar
at 70 US cents or lower, should make this possible.
The dollar won’t directly help Westpac but it will
bolster growth and our banks will share in better
future economic activity along with higher interest
rates!
My riskiest play is to buy great companies such as
BHP Billiton, Rio and Woolworths. They all have
industry specific challenges and their current share
prices look attractive but they do have hard-to-ignore
issues. I think Woolies could have the biggest
obstacles to success with Aldi set to expand strongly
over the next year.
My best play remains an ETF for the S&P/ASX 200
index. I can’t believe we wont see 6,000 this year, so
if we make 500 points on 5,500 that will be 9% and
plus 4% for dividends (which is conservative), there’s
13%!
Sure it will take time to happen but I reckon there will
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be a Santa Claus gift to stock players who maintain
the faith, with pre-election years in the US historically
good for stocks.
With the US economy on the rebound, there looks to
be sufficient reasons for having confidence in Wall
Street setting a good lead for our market.

Ah, the mad, mad world of money!
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Another play I like is the European ETF called IEU as
I think Europe — away from Greece — is doing better
than expected and the European Central Bank will be
going out of its way to make up for Greece’s
potential negativity for stocks and the broader EU
economy.
The big lesson since the GFC has been ‘”don’t fight
the Fed” and the ECB is playing a Fed-game and
these are more reasons to keep me positive on
stocks for 2015 and 2016.
The opportunity
This week, and possibly next, will create a buying
opportunity for those who believe in central banks,
quantitative easing and the economic recovery in the
US, as well as the fledgling improvement of the
European economy.
I would have loved the Greeks to vote yes for the
sake of stocks worldwide, for the sake of Europe
generally and for good sense but that is so un-Greek
nowadays.
Certainly the lenders have imposed too austere debt
repayment obligations but the Greeks have not
changed enough, so combined it’s a double negative
for Greece.
I bought a T-shirt in Lemnos that summed it up:
“The Greek Crisis: No money, No job, No worries.”
That has to change but it will take time and a whole
lot more harsh lessons for my beloved Greeks.
It’s time for tough love. I hope they are up for it!
Fortunately, I can’t see this Greek tragedy having
long and enduring implications for stocks and so it
actually creates a money-making opportunity.
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Red ink in June, but portfolios maintain
outperformance
by Paul Rickard
Key points
All sectors finished in the red in June, but the
financials sector was one of the better
performing sectors on a relative basis (only
down 2.9%), as major bank stocks rallied from
a way oversold position.
Consumer discretionary and materials were
the worst performing sectors, falling by 11.2%
and 8.3% respectively.
The income portfolio has outperformed the
index by 2.74%, while the growth portfolio is
3.60% higher than the benchmark return.
June was a “red ink” month for the market, with fears
about Grexit causing the S&P ASX 200 to lose 5.3%.
So much seems to have happened since 30 June –
just last Tuesday – that it may be cold comfort to
know that our portfolios exactly tracked the market
lower in June. Hence, they continue to outperform the
market on a year to date basis.
The income portfolio has outperformed the index by
2.74%, while the growth portfolio is 3.60% higher than
the benchmark return.
The purpose of the income and growth oriented
portfolios is to demonstrate an approach to portfolio
construction.
Portfolio recap
In January, we made some adjustments to our
Australian share ‘Income Portfolio’
and ‘Growth-oriented Portfolio’.

industry sectors;
To minimise the market tracking risk, adopting
a rule that says that our sector biases in the
major sectors (financials and materials) will
not be more than 33% away from index;
Identifying 15 to 20 stocks (less than 10 is
insufficient diversification, over 25 it is too
hard to monitor), with a stock universe
confined to the ASX 100;
Within a sector, weighting the stocks broadly
to their respective index weights, although
there are some biases; and
Looking for companies that pay franked
dividends and have a consistent earnings
record.
The growth-oriented portfolio takes a different
approach to the sectors in that it introduces biases
that favour the sectors that we judge to have the best
medium term growth prospects. Critically, it also
confines the stock universe to the ASX 100 (there are
many great growth companies outside the top 100).
Performance
The income portfolio is up by 5.84% this calendar
year and the growth-oriented portfolio is up by 6.70%
(see tables at the end). Compared to the benchmark
S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index (which adds back
income from dividends), the income portfolio has
outperformed the index by 2.74% and the
growth-oriented portfolio has outperformed by 3.60%.

To construct the income portfolio, the processes we
applied included:
Using a ‘top down approach’ and introducing
biases that favour lower PE, higher yielding
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All sectors in the red, major banks bounce off
lows
While all sectors finished in the red in June, the
financials sector was one of the better performing
sectors on a relative basis (only down 2.9%), as
major bank stocks rallied from a way oversold
position. Commonwealth Bank, for example, hit a low
of $79.19 on June 10, before rallying to close on June
30 at $85.13 – 4 cents higher than where it finished at
the end of May. Other “yield” sectors such as
telecommunications (which is dominated by Telstra)
and property trusts (A-REITs) also performed
relatively better.
Consumer discretionary and materials were the worst
performing sectors, falling by 11.2% and 8.3%
respectively.
Year to date (since 1 January), most sectors (if
dividends are included) are in positive territory. The
utilities sector leads the returns at 10.8%, followed by
A-REITs at 6.7%. Both energy and consumer staples
are in the red, the latter impacted by the supermarket
wars and share price weakness for Woolworths,
Wesfarmers and IGA.
The table below shows the returns for the 11 sectors,
plus their weighting (as at 30 June) in the S&P/ASX
200.

Income portfolio
The income portfolio at the start of the year was
overweight consumer staples, utilities and
telecommunications; underweight materials and
energy, and broadly index-weight the other sectors.
Reflecting an expectation that the banks will, over
time, have to raise more capital, we neutralized our
exposure to financials. Further, following a stellar
performance in 2014, our exposure to property trusts
(the A-REIT sector) is also neutral.
With these sector allocations, we would expect this
portfolio to moderately underperform relative to the
benchmark accumulation index in a strong bull
market, and moderately outperform in a bear market.
At the end of March, we made some changes to the
portfolio. We crystallized our profit on Toll Holdings
following the announcement of its takeover by
Japanese Post; cut our exposure in consumer staples
to go back to index weight by selling (for a small loss)
50% of our position in Woolworths; and reinvested
those proceeds in Woodside, Telstra, Commonwealth
Bank and AMP.
Further changes to the portfolio occurred in May with
the demerger of South32 from BHP (which we
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decided to keep), and a 2:25 rights issue to subscribe
for new NAB shares at $28.50 per share. As this
model portfolio does not have access to cash (unless
another share is sold), we assumed that the rights
were sold and used the closing price ($4.99) on their
last day of trading.
In June, the portfolio tracked the index almost to a
tee. Sector weightings are broadly in line with where
we want them to be, and there are no stocks where
we have any material concerns. Accordingly, no
further changes are proposed at this time.
The income portfolio is forecast to generate a yield of
5.14% in 2015, franked to 88.7%. At the halfway
point, it has generated a return of 2.61% franked to
89.4%. With final dividends typically higher than the
interim dividends, we can be confident that the
forecast target should now be moderately exceeded.
Our income-biased portfolio per $100,000 invested
(using prices as at the close of business on 30 June
2015) is as follows:

in Toll. $1,901 reinvested in Woodside, $2,000 in
AMP, $3,000 in CBA and $2,000 in Telstra.
** South32 demerged from BHP on a 1:1 basis. NAB
2:25 rights issue – assume sold on last day of trading
at $4.99.
Growth portfolio
With our growth-oriented portfolio, we based our
sector exposure on what we expected to be the
predominant investment themes in 2015, which are:
Continued low interest rates (the yield sectors
will continue to perform);
Lower Australian dollar – moving down
towards 70 US cents;
Positive lead from the US markets;
No pick up in commodity prices;
Growth running slightly below trend in
Australia; and
Low oil prices will lead to a rise in consumer
spending in Australia.
This leads to a portfolio with only small biases. We
are marginally overweight the sectors that will benefit
from increased consumer consumption, a lower
Aussie dollar or lower oil prices – mainly the so called
“cyclicals” ( consumer discretionary and industrials);
marginally underweight or index-weight the yield
sectors (financials, utilities, telecommunications and
consumer staples); and underweight the commodity
exposed sectors (materials and energy).
Despite healthcare being the second best performing
sector last year, we maintained an overweight
position as the demographic factors are so strong.

Click here to download an excel version
* On 31 March, reduced original $6,000 holding in
Woolworths by 50%, and sold original $4,000 holding
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With stock selection, we biased the portfolio to
companies, which should benefit from a falling
Australian dollar – either because they earn a major
share of their revenue offshore, and/or report their
earnings in US dollars, such as CSL, Resmed,
Brambles and Computershare. In the financials, we
pared back our exposure to the major banks, biased
NAB, and included for growth Macquarie and
Challenger. We added online employment and
education group Seek, and stuck with Crown and JB
Hi-Fi from the consumer discretionary sector.
At the end of March, the portfolio realized the profit on
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its investment in Toll Holdings and like the income
portfolio, cut its exposure in Woolworths. These
proceeds were reinvested in Santos and Westfield. It
also decided to keep the South32 shares and like the
income portfolio, for the NAB rights issue assumed
that the rights were sold and used the closing price
($4.99) on their last day of trading.
Despite Seek falling 17% during June on the back of
a profit downgrade, the portfolio very closely tracked
the overall market, losing 5.2% in value. With Seek, it
is somewhat of a line ball call whether to hold or sell.
As the earnings issue relates to its secondary
education business (rather than the mainline online
employment business), we have decided to hold for
the time being – however, we will monitor very
closely.
Sector weightings are broadly in line and while some
of our stock selections are underperforming, we don’t
propose any further changes to the portfolio at this
point in time.
Our growth-oriented portfolio per $100,000 invested
(using prices as at the close of business on 30 June
2015) is as follows:
Click here to download an excel version
* On 31 March, reduced original $4,000 holding in
Woolworths by 50%, and sold original $4,000 holding
in Toll. $3,939 reinvested in Santos and $4,000 in
Westfield.
** South32 demerged from BHP on a 1:1 basis. NAB
2:25 rights issue – assume sold on last day of trading
at $4.99.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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5 funky ETFs for your portfolio
by James Dunn
Key points
Looking for something to spice up your
portfolio, then the third generation of ETFs
has an array of new and different asset
classes and approaches to consider.
Some, such as the BetaShares FTSE RAFI
Australia 200 ETF, focus on quality. The RAFI
ETF uses four fundamental measures of
company size.
Others, like the Market Vectors Morningstar
Wide Moat ETF (MOAT) are designed to
invest in companies with a “wide moat” – a
sustainable competitive advantages that
enables a company to fend off competition.
From a standing start in 2001-02 with the $48 million
listing by State Street Global Advisors of three funds
tracking the S&P/ASX 50 index, the S&P/ASX 200
index and the S&P/ASX 200 Listed Property Trust
index, exchange-traded funds (ETFs) have surged to
a capitalisation of $18.6 billion in Australia, and there
is a population of almost 130 of them.
Investors have been receptive because ETFs have
opened up simple, cheap and transparent access to a
wide range of asset classes, all through one listed
stock.
From first-generation ETFs, which give access to the
recognised mainstream market-cap indices, product
development has moved through second-generation
ETFs, which cover single-countries and sectors, into
third-generation ETFs, which encapsulate in a stock
exposure to fundamental or factor-based or
‘style-based’ strategies.

investments with active fund managers.
1) BetaShares FTSE RAFI Australia 200 ETF (ASX
Code:QOZ)
Funds under management: $57 million
Annual management fee: 0.30%
Launched in July 2013 by ETF issuer BetaShares,
the QOZ was the first “fundamental” ETF on the
ASX. Instead of using stocks’ market capitalisation to
determine their weighting in the index, the
BetaShares FTSE RAFI Australia 200 ETF uses four
fundamental measures of company size. These four
factors, developed by Research Affiliates
Fundamental Indices (RAFI), are cash dividends,
sales, cash flow and “book” value. Using this
approach, BetaShares says QOZ avoids
overweighting stocks that are overvalued, and
underweighting stocks that are undervalued, and
weights the portfolio to better reflect its constituent
stocks’ economic footprint, instead of their market
capitalisation. In the year to March 2015, QOZ earned
a total return of 14.82%, versus the S&P/ASX 200
Index’s return of 14.1%.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 6 July 2015

Here are five of the newer ETFs that are definitely
worth considering for more targeted exposure to
Australian shares and international shares – to act as
a low-cost complement, or alternative, to existing
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2) Market Vectors MSCI World ex-Australia
Quality ETF (ASX Code: QUAL)
Funds under management: $47.6 million
Annual management fee: 0.75%
Launched in October 2014, QUAL is the first
“international quality” ETF on the Australian market.
It seeks to track the MSCI World ex-Australia Quality
Index, an index that contains about 300 international
companies selected for what MSCI calls its “quality
factor.” This portfolio is selected on the basis of three
main fundamental criteria: the stocks must show a
high return on equity (ROE), stable year-on-year
earnings growth and low financial leverage. At
present the top ten holdings are Apple, Microsoft,
Exxon Mobil, Johnson & Johnson, Roche, Gilead
Sciences, Walt Disney Company, Intel, Home Depot
and Pepsico. At 31 May 2015, QUAL’s six-month
return, at 14.84%, was running 0.3% behind its index.

ANZ Bank, National Australia Bank, Telstra and
Wesfarmers. At 30 June 2015, HVST was showing a
return since inception of –1.84%, but holders had
received $1.33 in distributions.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 6 July 2015
4) The Market Vectors Morningstar Wide Moat
ETF (ASX Code: MOAT)
Funds under management: $1.1 billion (NYSE +
ASX)
Annual management fee: 0.49%

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 6 July 2015
3) BetaShares Australian Dividend Harvester
Fund (ASX Code: HVST)
Funds under management: $101.3 million
Annual management fee: 0.65%
Also issued in October 2014, HVST tries to provide
investors with exposure to large-capitalisation
Australian shares that pay the best regular franked
dividend income, so that HVST can offer a yield that
is at least double the annual income yield of the
broad Australian sharemarket. BetaShares says the
fund was specifically designed for the needs of
self-managed super funds (SMSFs) and retirees.
BetaShares says HVST uses a risk management
strategy that aims to reduce the volatility of share
investment returns, and defend the portfolio against
the risk of significant losses. At present the top ten
holdings are Transurban Holdings, Stockland, Sydney
Airport, Commonwealth Bank, Westpac, BHP Billiton,
Monday 06 July 2015

The famous Morningstar concept of a “wide moat” –
that is, the sustainable competitive advantages that
enable a company to fend off competition, increase
earnings, earn high returns on capital and compound
intrinsic value over the long term – is encapsulated in
the MOAT ETF, which is designed to track the overall
performance of the 20 most attractively priced US
companies with sustainable competitive advantages
according to Morningstar’s equity research team. At
30 June 2015 the top ten holdings are Williams
Companies (energy), Blackbaud (fundraising software
for not-for-profits), Harley-Davidson, Polaris
Industries (snowmobile, all-terrain and electric vehicle
maker) Oneok (energy), Discovery Communications
(entertainment), VF Corporation (branded clothing),
21st Century Fox, Amgen (bio-pharmaceuticals) and
Varian Medical Systems (medical and imaging
devices and software.) MOAT was only opened for
trading on ASX last month.
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needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

A863HUIRUPDQFH
Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 6 July 2015
5) Market Vectors Australian Equal Weight ETF
(ASX Code: MVW)
Funds under management: $37.4 million
Annual management fee: 0.35%
Launched in March 2014 by Market Vectors, the ETF
business of US-based investment manager Van Eck
Global, this ETF was designed to obviate the high
level of concentration at the top end of the Australian
market, which causes most of the ETFs that track the
most common Australian indices, for example the
S&P/ASX 200, to be overweight the big four banks,
the big miners and Telstra. The MVW portfolio holds
73 liquid ASX-listed securities, which each have an
equal weighting, which is designed to limit both stock
and sector concentration, and capture for investors
the true performance of the Australian stock market.
In its first full year, MVW returned 18.16%,
outperforming the S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index
(which counts capital gain plus dividends) by 3.6%.
That made MVW the best performing ASX-listed
broad-based equity ETF for the 12 months ending 31
March 2015.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 6 July 2015
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
Monday 06 July 2015
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Shortlisted - Super Stock Selectors
by Penny Pryor
Fortescue is certainly in the bad books of our Super
Stock Selectors this week. It gets three mentions in
the dislike column. The general view on the iron ore
sector is not very good.

Morgans’ Raymond Chan likes AGL Energy. He says
it’s usually a good performer in times of uncertainty,
and it’s also a recent favourite of Switzer Super
Report expert Paul Rickard.

CMC Markets’ Ric Spooner does not like it and says,
“While I acknowledge the possibility that asset sales
might improve its position, the underlying dynamics of
the iron ore market mean that any producers with
higher costs and/or lower quality production than the
three majors are vulnerable.”

Ric Spooner likes Virgin Australia.

Raymond Chan says it’s still his least-preferred play
and Evan Lucas says he doesn’t want exposure to
materials that are highly leveraged. He’s staying
clear of Fortescue, Mount Gibson Iron, BC Iron and
Arrium.

“The benefits from the end to its Australian capacity
war with Qantas will be reflected in improved
earnings over coming years and these are not fully
priced in current valuations,” he says. Lower oil
prices should also help.
Julia Lee is a fan of Commonwealth Bank. She says it
looks attractive with a yield of 5.5% (7.7% fully
franked) and a dividend payment coming up in
August.
And chartist Gary Stone says the share price of
Aurizon Holdings has broken above the resistance
zone between $5.25 and $5.35. “This is a clear
breakout which is bullish sign.”
Our Super Stock Selectors is a survey of prominent
analysts, brokers and fund managers. Each week we
ask them to name a stock they like, and one they
don’t like. We purposely ask for ‘likes’ and
‘dislikes’ instead of recommendations, so it provides
an idea of what the market is looking at, rather than
firm buys or sells.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold - what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
Wild, volatile times for the local share market have
pulled stockbroking analysts into an upgrade frenzy.
At least, that’s what it looks like from afar.
While weakening share prices do make a
contribution, of far greater importance have been
quarterly updates to price forecasts for energy and
base materials by several stockbrokerages.
In the good books
Aristocrat Leisure (ALL) was upgraded to
Outperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse.
Buy/Hold/Sell: 5/0/1 Credit Suisse observes a
change in the register with value-oriented investors
replacing those responding to the company’s growth
momentum. This comes amid expectations growth
will slow. The stock appears better valued as the
share price has underperformed in the last quarter.

BT Investment Management (BTT) was upgraded
to Overweight from Equal-weight by Morgan
Stanley. Buy/Hold/Sell: 1/3/0 The broker now
prefers asset managers with greater diversity and BT
Investment stands out as the best on that basis. The
broker upgrades to Overweight from Equal-weight.
Morgan Stanley believes consensus is
underestimating the scope for margin expansion.
Charter Hall (CHC) was upgraded to Overweight
from Neutral by JP Morgan. Buy/Hold/Sell: 4/1/2
The broker upgrades following a review of the stock
which suggests stronger earnings growth potential.
The valuation remains appealing as 68% of the
earnings are from property income but the stock is
seen sold down in line with the higher risk diversified
funds managers.
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Henderson Group (HGG) was upgraded to Neutral
from Underperform by Credit Suisse.
Buy/Hold/Sell: 3/2/0 Credit Suisse is downgrading
earnings for wealth managers for FY15-FY17.
Managers skewed to domestic mandates experience
larger earnings downgrades than those with
international mandates, given the ASX200
Accumulation Index was down 6.5% during the June
quarter and global equities in Australian dollar terms
were only down 0.6%. While noting scope for
disappointment in the first half, the broker upgrades
Henderson to Neutral from Underperform believing
strong earnings growth in FY16 will stand the stock in
good stead.
GWA Group (GWA) was upgraded to Buy from
Neutral by UBS. Buy/Hold/Sell: 1/4/1 GWA expects
trading earnings of $67-69 million in FY15 or $71-73
million if Gliderol is excluded. UBS had already
stripped out Gliderol from estimates and makes no
change to forecasts. Management has announced
the sale of Gliderol for $7 million, with a non-cash
impairment charge of $25 million and one-off costs of
$7-9 million to re-set the cost base. UBS considers
the recent sell off appears overdone. The broker is
now more comfortable with the earnings profile and
upgrades to Buy from Neutral. Target is reduced to
$2.51 from $2.54.
Iluka Resources (ILU) was upgraded to Buy from
Hold by Deutsche Bank. Buy/Hold/Sell: 6/0/2 The
mineral sands industry is adjusting in terms of price
and volumes and the broker believes Iluka Resources
is well positioned to cope with this phase as it has a
strong balance sheet and significant inventory. The
broker also believes a recovery in mineral sands has
begun, despite downgrading price forecasts.
Deutsche Bank upgrades to Buy from Hold and
assumes the pursuit of Kenmare Resources will be
successful.

gold price forecasts by around 1.0% to US$1194/oz,
while the forecast for 2016 and the long-term price
are unchanged at US$1250/oz and US$1300/oz
respectively. Anticipation of a US Fed move on rates
is expected to weigh on gold prices this year. Based
solely on share price movements the broker
upgrades.
Sydney Airport (SYD) was upgraded to
Outperform from Neutral by Macquarie.
Buy/Hold/Sell: 4/3/0 The company has reached
agreement with the regulators on pricing, ahead of
Macquarie’s expectations. The broker upgrades
earnings estimates for 2015-17. Macquarie considers
the ability to invest capital in terminal 3, a new jet
base and second airport amid benefits from rolling the
debt portfolio, create a strong cash flow outlook.
Woodside Petroleum (WPL) was upgraded to
Outperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse.
Buy/Hold/Sell: 2/3/3 Credit Suisse considers
Woodside offers something for every investor and
remains a good place to house some energy
investment. With Wheatstone pushing out production
declines to beyond 2020 the company has the ability
to aggressively use its balance sheet should oil prices
stay lower for longer and asset prices fall.
In the not-so-good books
Fortescue Metals (FMG) was downgraded to Sell
from Hold by Deutsche Bank. Buy/Hold/Sell: 0/3/5
Deutsche Bank has made changes to currency and
commodity price forecasts. The major changes to
forecasts are in iron ore, copper, aluminium, alumina
and nickel.

Independence Group (IGO) upgraded to Buy from
Hold by Deutsche Bank and to Buy from Neutral
by UBS. Buy/Hold/Sell: 5/1/1 Deutsche Bank has
made changes to currency and commodity price
forecasts. Commodities are largely downgraded.
Base metal fundamentals remain more attractive than
the bulks but the broker does not expect a recovery
will get underway until 2016. The broker still prefers
base metals to precious metals. UBS has lifted 2015
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Whitehaven Coal (WHC) was downgraded to Hold
from Buy by Deutsche Bank. Buy/Hold/Sell: 1/6/1
Whitehaven was downgraded following Deutsche
Bank changes to currency and commodity price
forecasts. The major changes to forecasts are in iron
ore, copper, aluminium, alumina and nickel.
Whitehaven Coal is downgraded to Hold from Buy.
Earnings Forecast

Kathmandu Holdings (KMD) was downgraded to
Neutral from Outperform by Credit Suisse.
Buy/Hold/Sell: 1/3/0 Despite considerable discussion
over the Briscoe takeover proposal there has been
little about the underlying trading conditions. The
broker does not believe the current offer includes any
control premium nor takes into account synergies.
Hence additional consideration is highly likely in order
to get a deal done.
OceanaGold (OGC) was downgraded to Hold from
Buy by Deutsche Bank and to Neutral from Buy
by UBS. Buy/Hold/Sell: 2/4/0 Deutsche Bank
downgraded following changes to currency and
commodity price forecasts. UBS has lifted 2015 gold
price forecasts by around 1.0% to US$1194/oz, while
the forecast for 2016 and the long-term price are
unchanged at US$1250/oz and US$1300/oz
respectively. Based solely on share price movements
the broker downgrades.
Perpetual (PPT) was downgraded to Equal-weight
from Overweight by Morgan Stanley.
Buy/Hold/Sell: 1/7/0 The broker now prefers asset
managers with greater diversity and has become
more cautious on Perpetual. Winning further share in
domestic markets is considered difficult.
QBE Insurance (QBE) downgraded to Neutral
from Overweight by JP Morgan. Buy/Hold/Sell:
6/2/0 The rating has been pulled back to Neutral from
Overweight due to recent share price appreciation.
The analysts can see the rationale behind the share
price performance, shorter term, but longer term they
label the share price as “full”.
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FNArena tabulates the views of eight major Australian
and international stock brokers: BA-Merrill Lynch,
CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP
Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Another hot run
by Staff Reporter
The Aussie auction market has had its hottest run in
four weeks, with a preliminary clearance rate across
the combined capital cities of 78.1%.
Research house CoreLogic RP Data notes that,
probably due to the school holidays, total auction
volumes of 1,626 were significantly lower than last
week’s 2,249, but higher than last year’s result of
1,442.
Weekly clearance rate, combined capital cities
Source: Domain
But if you don’t want a Penthouse overlooking Port
Phillip Bay, properties can come much cheaper, like
this five-bedroom house at Craigieburn, which went
for $459,000.

Source: CoreLogic RP Data
Melbourne
Melbourne’s auction clearance rate was 76.7% this
week, following last week’s result of 78.5% and
71.4% last year. Melbourne had just 617 total
auctions this week, compared to 1,007 last week.
The stand out sub-regions in Melbourne included the
Outer East region, where 93.7% of homes were sold.
That was followed by the Inner East, which had a
clearance rate of 85.7%.
According to Australian Property Monitors, one of the
most expensive properties to sell at auction over the
weekend included a three-bedroom unit in Port
Melbourne for just over $2.5 million.
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Source: Domain
Sydney
The clearance rate for Australia’s market
heavyweight – Sydney – was 84.5% this week
compared to 82% last week. Just one year ago,
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Sydney’s clearance rate was 72.4%.

Source: Core Logic RP Data

The strongest performing Sydney region at the
weekend was Sutherland, where 92.8% of auctions
were cleared. That was followed by the Inner South
West and Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury regions –
with clearance rates of 92.1% and 91.6%
respectively.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Capital city auction statistics (preliminary)

Source: Core Logic RP Data
The median price for properties sold at auction in
Sydney was $975,000, according to Australian
Property Monitors. Out of the 380 reported auctions
sold, many went for over the one million dollar mark.
If you were wondering about the more reasonable
areas to buy in the hot Sydney market, a studio
apartment in Sydney’s inner west (Ashfield) went for
$382,000.
Another more reasonably priced three-bedroom
house was sold in the Western Suburbs of Sydney
(Blacktown) for $670,000.
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